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In a nutshell, the roof is the home's first line of defense against weather effects like scorching heat
from the sun, bitingly cold rain showers, shivering hail, and tumultuous winds. Naturally, of course,
its resilience wears down. Nevertheless, no matter how bad the roof has been damaged,
homeowners should refrain from doing the repair or replacement themselves unless they possess
extensive knowledge on roofing systems.

Some home improvements are better off in the hands of professionals, and roofing is one of them.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics ranks roofing as the 7th most dangerous job in the United States,
with a 34.7 annual fatality rate. Most dangers associated with roofing are falling from heights,
injuries from power tools like nail guns, slipping on shingles, and receiving cuts and scrapes from
crawling inside roofing systems. The worst part is even if you survive falling off the roof, there's a
remote chance of damaging your back, resulting in paralysis.

The main reason some homeowners put off hiring roofing contractors is the astronomical service
fees. Replacing or installing a 3,000 square foot asphalt shingle roughly costs $11,500 on a national
average. In addition, costs may vary depending on the area you live in, as roofing projects are
generally more expensive in urban areas than rural areas.

The problem with DIY roofing is the several downsides that come with it. Perhaps the main setback
is the project's lengthy duration which puts you at a distinct disadvantage, particularly if inclement
weather is predicted. Your home's interior will be soaking wet first before you have the roof finally
installed.

The best way to avoid roofing problems is to let roofers do the work. New Jersey provides some of
the most reputable contractors in the country, as the state's climate demands homes to be properly
protected. NJ roofers have extensive knowledge regarding different roofing systems and are backed
with years of experience on fixing roof-related problems. Surf the web to get in touch with roofers in
your area.

New Jersey roofers will ensure that your roof is properly installed or any damage is proficiently
remediated. In addition, contractors come with insurance, reassuring your roof is protected from
damage caused by roofing accidents or improper installation. They can help you save thousands of
dollars from out-of-the-pocket repairs.

Roof maintenance and repair are basic homeowner responsibilities that should be followed at all
times. New Jersey roofers can help you take these duties off your shoulders, so you can focus on
other important things. To read more on roofing-related topics, visit homerenovations.about.com.
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For more details, search a NJ roofers and a New Jersey roofers in Google for related information.
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